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Abstract
We study the classical and quantumvalues of a class of one- and two-party unique games, that
generalizes thewell-knownXORgames to the case of non-binary outcomes. In the bipartite case the
generalizedXOR (XOR-d) gameswe study are a subclass of thewell-known linear games.We
introduce a ‘constraint graph’ associated to such a game, with the constraints deﬁning the game
represented by an edge-coloring of the graph.We use the graph-theoretic characterization to relate the
task ofﬁnding equivalent games to the notion of signed graphs and switching equivalence from
graph theory.We relate the problemof computing the classical value of single-party anti-correlation
XORgames toﬁnding the edge bipartization number of a graph, which is known to beMaxSNPhard,
and connect the computation of the classical value of XOR-d games to the identiﬁcation of speciﬁc
cycles in the graph.We construct an orthogonality graph of the game from the constraint graph and
study its Lovász theta number as a general upper bound on the quantum value even in the case of
single-party contextual XOR-d games. XOR-d games possess appealing properties for use in device-
independent applications such as randomness of the local correlated outcomes in the optimal
quantum strategy.We study the possibility of obtaining quantumalgebraic violation of these games,
and show that noﬁnite XOR-d game possesses the property of pseudo-telepathy leaving the frequently
used chained Bell inequalities as the natural candidates for such applications.We also show this lack of
pseudo-telepathy formulti-party XOR-type inequalities involving two-body correlation functions.
1. Introduction
Quantummechanics provides various resources. One of them is quantumnon-locality [1, 16]. Given the ability
to performmeasurements on a bipartite quantum state, one can obtain correlationswhich do not have a classical
explanation in that they can not be predetermined before themeasurements. To ensure this, one can perform
statistical tests for quantumnon-locality [1], known as the Bell inequalities, the famousCHSH [49] inequality
being a prominent example. The applications of non-locality go beyond quantum theory [28, 37], reaching as far
as device-independent security against a so called non-signaling adversary—a person possibly empoweredwith
more than quantum resources, but still obeying the no-faster-than-light communication principle [50].
Another application of quantumnon-locality is to communication complexity [4], where the use of quantum
non-local correlations lowers the communication cost of evaluating a function using distributed computers.
Bell non-locality is a special case of the general phenomenon called contextuality. This phenomenonwhich
had been discovered ﬁrst byKochen and Specker [38] demonstrates the incompatibility of quantum theorywith
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of the other observables that aremeasured alongside. In consequence even for a single quantum system,
sometimes ameasurement can be said to create the outcomes, instead ofmerely revealing preexisting ones.
Quite a long history of research on contextuality has led to various non-contextuality inequalities
[5, 18, 19, 38, 52], Bell inequalities being a special case. Quantum contextuality has for long been studied as a
fundamental quantumproperty, reaching recently a connection to a resource which is required for universal
quantum computing [39, 40] and quantum cryptography [2].
Two-party Bell inequalities have also been studied in theoretical computer science in terms of two-prover
interactive-proof systems, commonly referred to as ‘non-local games’ [20] between two players and a referee. In
this formulation one can let the players pre-share quantumdata (an entangled quantum state) and the use of
outcomes ofmeasurements on it can lead to a higher probability of winning the game than in the case of classical
shared randomness. Even higher success probabilitymay be obtained, when the players are providedwith a
general system (device)which is only required to satisfy the no-signaling principle. In this framework, themain
quantity of interest is thewinning probability of the game or in general the amount of violation of a Bell
inequality. In the case of a single player, the Bell inequality becomes a non-contextuality inequality or simply a
constraint satisfaction problem (see e.g. [48] and references therein).
In general it is NP-hard toﬁnd the classical value of a general constraint satisfaction problemwithmany
variables per constraint [9–11], so one considers special classes of games. A celebrated class of games is the so-
called unique gameswith two players. These are gameswhere for each pair of questions by the referee (x, y) and
for any answer of one player a there exists only one answer of the other player bwhich leads towinning. In other
words, thewinning constraints are permutations: one-to-onemappings of the answers of one player into
acceptable answers of the other: ( )( )p =a bx y, . Computing the exact classical value of a unique game is known to
beNPhard [12].Moreover, it is conjectured, that it is evenNPhard to distinguishwhether a unique game has
classical probability of winning almost 1, or close to zero. This conjecture, known as theUniqueGames
Conjecture, has vast consequences formany questions in computer science [13]. On the other hand, it is known
that the quantumwinning probability of the unique game can be approximated towithin a constant factor in
polynomial time [17], in particular for a unique gamewith quantum value -1 , one canﬁnd in polynomial
time (in the number of inputs and outputs of the game) an entangled strategywhich achieves value at least
-1 6 for the game. A subclass of unique games are the so-called XOR games for two players, where the players
return binary answers and thewinning constraint for the game only depends on theXORof the players’ answers.
Computing the classical value of even this simplest class of unique game turns out beNP hard [12], however it is
known from the results of [20, 26] that the exact quantumvalue of the two-party XOR game can be computed in
polynomial time. It is notable that theXOR games are equivalent to correlation based Bell inequalities for two
outcomes and have also been extensively studied in the physics literature [36, 49, 51]. As such, virtually all
applications of quantumnon-locality such as in device-independent cryptography [28, 37] or randomness
generation [29] use two-player XORgames or theirmulti-party generalization in terms ofGHZparadoxes [36].
While XOR games have foundwidespread use, recently there has beenmuch interest in developing
applications of higher-dimensional entanglement [6–8] for whichBell inequalities withmore than two
outcomes are naturally suited. Therefore, both for fundamental reasons as well as for these applications, the
study of Bell and non-contextuality inequalities withmore outcomes is crucial. In this regard, awell-known class
of Bell inequalities withmore than two outcomes is the class of CGLMP inequalities [3]which have been
extensively studied in the literature. In this paper, we study a different class of Bell inequalities which come from
anatural generalization of XOR gameswhichwe call generalized XOR (GXOR) games or XOR-d games [46].
These games in the two-party scenario belong to the class of unique games, and can be seen to be a subclass of the
well-known linear games [12, 17]. Such games in the case of two ternary inputs per party appeared ﬁrst in the
context of experiments [27], the speciﬁc example of the generalizedCHSHgamewas studied in [43, 45, 46] and a
general bound on the quantumvalue of linear gameswas proposed in [17, 46]. In this paper, we introduce a
graph-theoretic characterization of these games, and apply it to the problemof ﬁnding themaximal classical and
quantumvalues of such games.
The paper is organized as follows. The section 2 introduces some graph-theoretic notions and subsequently
establishes the formulation of XORgames in graph-theoretic termsWe then describe an axiomatic
generalization of the XOR games in terms of two properties and show that the previously deﬁned class of XOR-d
games [12, 46] is the unique class which satisﬁes these properties.We subsequently establish the graph-theoretic
characterization of the subset of XOR-d games and illustrate this with the example of gameswith ternary
outputs. In section 3, we use the graph-theoretic formalism established in previous sections to identify when two
games can be considered equivalent, in particular we establish a relation to the graph-theoretic notion of signed
graphs and switching equivalence. Then in section 4we study the classical value of these generalizedXOR-d
games in a graph-theoreticalmanner. Our results in this section include a characterization of the complexity (as
MaxSNP-hard) of computing the classical value of the simplest class of XORgames, namely single-party anti-
correlation games. In the next section 5, we study the quantumvalue of these games, in particular we establish
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that thewell-known Lovász theta number of the orthogonality graph of a contextuality game only gives an upper
bound to its quantum value, unlike in the previously considered scenario of non-contextuality inequalities
involving rank-one projectors. XOR-d games have the important property that their optimal quantum strategies
involve locally randomand correlated outcomes, thus permitting them to be ideal candidates for device-
independent applications. In section 6, we prove that no non-trivial ﬁnite XOR-d game for prime d can be
perfectly wonwith a quantum strategy, thus providing evidence that the frequently used chained Bell
inequalitiesmight indeed be the best candidates for such applications.We also extend the result tomulti-party
‘partial’XORgameswhich involve only two-body correlation functions, showing that such Bell inequalities
cannot achieve algebraic violation. Theﬁnal section 7 is devoted to a numerical analysis of the classical and
quantumvalues (using semi-deﬁnite programming) of gameswith upto three ternary inputs per party.We end
with conclusions and some open problems.
2.Graph-theoretic formulation of generalizedXORgames
The aimof this section is to introduce theGeneralized XORgames in a graph theoreticalmanner. In order to do
it, let usﬁrst recall some graph-theoretic notions.We then formulate the binary outcomeXORgames in terms of
graphswith two types of edges corresponding to correlated and anti-correlated answers in section 2.2.
Speciﬁcally, the constraints will be represented by two differently labeled edges on a graphwith vertices
representing the questions to the players so that the graph is a bipartite graph.We then deﬁne themain objects of
study—thewinning probabilities of a game given classical, quantum and super-quantum resources respectively.
In section 2.3, we deﬁne the generalized XOR (XOR-d) games and establish their graph-theoretic formulation.
The constraints of the game are represented by colored edges (withmore than two colors), we illustrate this with
the example of gameswith ternary answers.We then use the graph-theoretic formulation to also represent a
single player contextuality game. This is simply a constraint satisfaction problem: the constraints of the game still
being represented by colored edges, but with no bi-partition on the vertices.
2.1. Notions fromgraph theory
In this subsectionwe list some basic notions from graph theory, which are used inwhat follows.
Deﬁnition 1.An undirected graphG is a pair ( ( ) ( ))V G E G, where E(G) is a set of unordered pairs (u, v) of
elements fromV(G). An element ofV is called a vertex and an element ofE is called an edge. Two vertices
Îu v V, are said to be adjacent if they are connected by an edge.
Deﬁnition 2.A directed graphG is a pair ( ( ) ( ))V G E G, where E(G) is a set of ordered pairs (u, v) of elements
fromV(G).
Deﬁnition 3.The open neighborhoodNG(v) of a vertex Îv V is the set of all vertices adjacent to v inG and the
closed neighborhood is [ ] ( ) { }È=N v N v v .G G For a given set ÌS V we denote ( ) ( ) Ç=N v N v SS G
and [ ] [ ] Ç=N v N v S.S G
Deﬁnition 4.We say that a graphH is a subgraph ofG if ( ) ( )ÌV H V G and ( ) ( )ÌE H E G .
Deﬁnition 5.A subgraph ofG induced by ( )ÌX V G , is a graph [ ]G X such that ( [ ]) =V G X X and
( ) ( [ ])Îu v E G X, if and only if ( ) ( )Îu v E G, for all Îu v X, .
Deﬁnition 6.A chordless cycle in a graphG is a cycle ( )= ¼C v v, , n0 inwhich no two vertices are connected by an
edgewhich does not belong to the cycle.
Deﬁnition 7.A complete graph is a graph inwhich every two vertices are adjacent. The complete graphwith n
vertices is denoted as K .n
Deﬁnition 8.A clique is a set ÌA V inwhich every pair of vertices is adjacent.
Deﬁnition 9. ÌA V is said to be an independent set if it contains no adjacent vertices.
Deﬁnition 10.AgraphG is bipartite ifV(G) can be partitioned into two independent sets.
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Deﬁnition 11.AgraphG is connected if, for every pair of vertices ( )Îu v V G, , there exists a path formed by
edges inG connecting u and v.
Deﬁnition 12.A (connected) component of a graphG is amaximal connected subgraph ofG.
2.2. XORgames
TheXORgame involves a referee and two players: Alice and Bob. The referee asks questions Îx X to Alice and
Îy Y to Bob according to an input probability distribution ( )p x y, . Each player has two possible answers
{ }Îa b, 0, 1 respectively.Whether the players win or lose depends solely on theXORof their outputs: Åa b,
where⊕ denotes additionmodulo 2. To give an example, in the famous CHSHgame, the players win if
·Å =a b x y , i.e., when theXORof their answers equals the ANDof the questions, with a b x y, , , being
binary. XORgames are equivalent to correlation Bell inequalities with binary outcomes, since the correlation
functions x y, are simply given by ( ) ( ∣ ) = å - Å == P a b k x y1 ,x y k k, 0,1 .
In the game, the players can have access to certain resources. Three types of resources are usually considered.
Theﬁrst are classical corresponding to shared randomness between the players. The second are quantum, i.e.,
access to a bipartite entangled quantum state, and the set ofmeasurements that can be performed on it by each
player. Andﬁnally one also considers super-quantum resources, which correspond to access to a general device
with inputs and outputs with the only constraint being that the device does not allow for signaling between the
players. All the three resources have a commonmathematical formulation as a conditional probability
distribution ( ∣ )P a b x y, , from a certain set: classical (C), quantum (Q) and super-quantum ( )SQ , and in general
Ì ÌC Q SQ. The no-signaling condition is expressedmathematically as
( ∣ ) ( ∣ )







P a b x y P a b x y
P a b x y P a b x y
, , , ,
, , , , , 1
a a
x x y b
b b
y y x a
, , ,
, , ,
in otherwords, the conditional probability distribution of each player is independent of the other party’s input.
Themain object of study inXORgames is thewinning probability of the players, which is written as:
( ) ( ) ( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( )
{ }
å åw p= Î Î
Î
Î
G x y V a b x y P a b x ymax , , , , , , 2S
P S x X
y Y
a b, , 0,1
where { }ÎS C Q SQ, , and ( ∣ )V a b x y, , is the indicator function reporting if the answers are correct (for XOR
games ( ∣ )V a b x y, , only depends on Åa b). For example, in the case of theCHSHgame ( ∣ ) =V a b x y, , 1 if
·Å =a b x y and is set to 0 otherwise. The three quantities are accordingly called the classical, quantumand
super-quantum value of the game.
2.2.1. Graph-theoretic formulation of XOR games
Weare now ready to present the formulation of XOR games in graph-theoretic termsAnXORgame is
represented by a graphGwith a speciﬁc edge-labeling that denotes thewinning constraints of the game. The
inputs, i.e., the questions asked by the referee, are represented by the vertices of a graphG. Two inputs are
adjacent in the graph (i.e., connected by an edge) if and only if the correspondingmeasurements can be
performed simultaneously. Thewinning constraint ( ∣ )V a b x y, , in equation (2) is represented by two types of
edges—a solid edge corresponding to Å =a b 0 (perfect correlations between the players) and a dashed edge
corresponding to Å =a b 1 (perfect anti-correlations between the players) that connect the inputs x and y. A
Bell inequality is thus represented by a bipartite graph (with the bi-partition corresponding to the two players).
Every XOR game is a unique game i.e. for every pair of questions (x, y) and an answer of one player a there is a
unique answer b of the second player that leads towinning. For this reason, we can also depict the two kinds of
correlations as permutations of the set of outcomes. Correlations are denoted by the identity  (i.e. ( ) )p =a a )
and anti-correlations by the transposition ( )01 (i.e. ( )p = Åa a 1 mod 2) (see ﬁgure 1).We can formally deﬁne
this as a labeling ( ) { ( )} K E G: , 01 of the edges of graphG. For anXOR game depicted by a graphGwith an
edge-labelingK, we use ( )w G K,S to denote thewinning probability of the game using the resource set S under a
uniform input distribution.
Having established graphical notation for the correlations between theAlice’s andBob’s outputs of a game,
we can present the graph representing the simplest XOR game, namely theCHSHone (see ﬁgure 2 above).
2.3. GeneralizedXOR (XOR-d)Games
In the generalization of XORgames to gameswith d outcomes, we abstract two properties of the XOR game: we
require a set of d permutations of [ ] ≔ { }¼ -d d0, 1, , 1 to describe the possible winning constraints in the
game and impose that these permutations satisfy two salient properties:
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• (P1)Each permutation is symmetric with respect to exchange of players, i.e. the permutations are their own
inverse.
• (P2)Every pair ( ( ))pa a, appears exactly once in the set of permutations (in particular, each permutation
assigns a different ( )p a for each given [ ]Îa d .)
Weabstract these two properties, as away to characterize a unique game thatwhen restricted to d=2, is
equivalent to the usual binary XORgame. The physicalmotivation behind the above conditions is that the
deﬁnition involves just correlations between the outputs and does not involve local termsMoreover, thanks to
property (P1), the graph of a game is not directed.
For instance, observe that the following set of permutations deﬁning the XOR-d game satisﬁes the above
properties. For each answer a of Alice, consider an answer of Bob as ( )p=b ai where pi satisﬁes relation:
( ) ( )p + =a a i dmod 3i
for each [ ]Îi d where d is the number of possible answers for both players. Thus all permutations pi belong to
the set
{ ( ) [ ]} ( )p p= Î = - " ÎL S x i x d i x d: mod , . 4d i d i
where Sd is the set of permutations of the set [ ]d . Restricting our interest to the abovewinning strategies, we see,
that any game based on them is unique. In fact, the games deﬁned by equation (3) are a subclass of thewell-
known class of linear gameswhich are deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 13.A linear game g l is one inwhich two parties Alice and Bob receive questions Îx X , Îy Y
according to some probability distribution ( )q x y, and respondwith answers Îa b G, whereG is a ﬁnite
abelian groupwith group operation+. Thewinning constraints in the game are given by ( )+ =a b f x y, for
some function ´ f X Y G: .
TheXOR-d games deﬁned by thewinning constraints of the form equation (3) are now seen to be a subclass
of the linear gameswith associated group d, i.e. the cyclic group on d letters with the operation addition
modulo d. Let us nowprove that for prime d, up to local relabeling of answers the above set of permutations in
equation (3) is the only onewhich satisﬁes the two properties (P1) and (P2), i.e., that the two properties (P1) and
(P2) completely characterize the XOR-d game in this case.
Theorem1. For prime d, up to local relabeling of answers by the parties, the only games which satisfy the properties P1
and P2 are those given by equation (3).
Figure 1.Two types of edges, i.e., permutations deﬁning thewinning constraints, that appear in graphs of XOR games: the labels 0, 1
denote the binary outputs, p =0 denotes correlations and ( )p = 011 denotes anti-correlation of the outputs.
Figure 2.Graph of the CHSHgame. Alice and Bob have two inputs each and the edges reperesent the winning correlations between
the corresponding outputs—perfect correlations (solid line) and perfect anticorrelations (dashed line).
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proof.The case of d=2 is clear, since the only permutations are the identity and the transposition, forming the
group 2 and this gives the XOR game,which is a special case of equation (3). For prime d 3, we observe that
the permutations that obey P1 clearly have cycles of length atmost two, i.e., they consist ofﬁxed points and
transpositions only. Let usﬁrst note that a permutation consisting of an even number ofﬁxed points cannot be
part of the set of permutations considered, because the permutations consists only of transpositions besides the
ﬁxed points. Also, a permutation consisting of an odd (greater than one)number ofﬁxed points cannot be part
of the set of permutations considered. This is because of the requirement that there be d permutations in the set
and each permutation consists of at least oneﬁxed point due to the previous considerations, so that having a
permutationwithmore than one ﬁxed point in the set leads to a contradictionwithP2.We therefore see that
each permutation in the set of d permutations contains exactly one (distinct)ﬁxed point.
Let us now show that the set of permutations satisfying P P,1 2 give rise to a group structure on the output
alphabets A B, of the two parties. In other words, given the set of d permutations { }= PL i satisfying P P,1 2we
want to show that the sets A B, are in fact aﬁnite abelian groupG of size d. Firstly, note thatP1 implies
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣= =A B d . The game is deﬁned by thewinning constraints ( )= Pb ai and ( )= Pa bi due toP1.Wewant to
rewrite thewinning constraints as + =a b i for some group operation+ inGwhere Îa b G, and
{ }Î -i d0 ,..., 1 .We knowby P2 that each permutation P Î Li sends the element 0 to a different element, so
thatwemay label the permutation Pi by the element itmaps 0 onto, i.e., ( )P = i0i . Given such a set L, we deﬁne
the group operation+ by
( ) ( )+ P =a a i 5i
for all { }Î -i d0 ,..., 1 . The set of d elements is clearly closed under this operation and the commutativity
( ) ( )+ P = P +a a a ai i that is imposed by P1 implies associativity of the operation. The element 0 is seen to be
the identity satisfying ( )+ = + P =i i0 0 0i from equation (5) for all { }Î -i d0 ,..., 1 . The inverse of
element a is given by ( )P a0 satisfying ( )+ P =a a 00 for all a.We can thus identify the output setsA andBwith
aﬁnite abelian groupG of size dwith the group operation+. For prime d, the statement is then seen to be a
consequence of the fact that any group of prime order is isomorphic to the cyclic group d with group operation
given by additionmodulo d. The isomorphism is equivalent to a local relabeling of the outputs by the two
parties. ,
The generalized XOR-d game is represented by a graphG in analogous fashion to theXOR game.Namely,
the vertices of the graph represent the inputs in the game and an edge between two vertices denotes that the
correspondingmeasurements can be performed simultaneously. In the graph-theoretic representation of XOR-
d games, wewill use the notion of ‘colors’ to denote the edge-labelings that represent thewinning constraints
(permutations) in the game.Wenow also see the effect of the properties (P1) and (P2) characterizing the XOR-d
game.While the graph-theoretic approach can also be applied to general unique games,most nonlinear games
have to be represented by a directed graph, as the permutations deﬁning thewinning constraints need not be
Figure 3.Three types of edges, i.e. permutations deﬁningwinning constraints (types of correlations between outputs) that appear in a
XOR-3 game. The three types of edges are distinguished by the corresponding colors. In later ﬁgures the colors will always denote the
same permutations, p0 represented by a red edge, p1 represented by a blue edge and p2 represented by a green edge.
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their own inverse. Inﬁgure 3, we show an example of a game for a ternary output gamewith three possible
winning permutations: red corresponding to p0, blue corresponding to p1 and green corresponding to p2.
Note that the above formulation also naturally encompasses gameswith a single player, i.e., non-
contextuality inequalities. In this case, the game scenario is simply a constraint satisfaction problem and is
represented by a simple graph that is no longer constrained to be bipartite. The vertices still correspond to
questions by the referee and the edge-labeling ( ) K E G S: d denotes the permutations deﬁning thewinning
constraints of the game. The value of the single-player game (for a uniform input distribution) is simply
( )
∣ ( )∣
( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( )
{ }
åw = Î ÎG K E G V a b x y P a b x y, max
1
, , , , , 6S
P S x y E,
where ( ∣ ) =V a b x y, , 1 iff ( )( )p =a bxy and is 0 otherwise, ∣ ∣E is the number of edges in the graph and S is the
classical, quantumor super-quantum set of boxes. It is worth noting that in the single-party scenario, a set of
conditional probability distributions (box) ( ∣ )P a b x y, , is quantum if it has the form
( ∣ ) ( )r=P a b x y Tr P Q, , xa yb where ρ is a quantum state and P Q,xa yb are projection operators such that if
( ) ( )Îx y E G, , then the commutator vanishes i.e., [ ] =P Q, 0xa yb .
(a) Classical value. A well-known convexity argument shows that the optimal classical value of the game is
obtainedwhen the outcomes a b, are assigned to the inputs x y, in a deterministicmanner. In terms of
graphs, this can be formally described as follows. Consider the assignment of deterministic values f(x) in
{ }¼ -d0, , 1 to each vertex x of the graphG. If for some edge ( )=e x y, ofG one has ( ( )) ( )p ¹f x f ye
i.e., if the values of the assignment do not satisfy thewinning constraint deﬁned by the color (permutation)
associatedwith the edge, we say that there is a contradiction. Then theminimal number of contradictions
over all deterministic vertex assignments for a graphGwith a given edge-labeling ( ) K E G S: d is
denoted as ( )b G K,C . This quantity characterizes the classical value of the game:
( ) ( )
∣ ( )∣






(b) Super-quantum value. Super-quantum is the set of all conditional probability distributions (referred to also
as behaviors or boxes) ( ∣ )P a x with = ¼x xx , V1 and = ¼a aa , , V1 which are consistent, i.e., they satisfy
the criterion that themarginal distribution ( ∣ )P a xi i is consistenly deﬁned for each vertex xi of the graph in a
manner independent of the context (clique of the graph) inwhich it appears.More precisely, they satisfy the
following condition:
Figure 4.Example: un-normalized classical and g3 2 values for graphs (a) ( )¢ ¢G K, —without the edge e, (b) ( )¢G K, —with an
uncolored (gray) edge e and (c) (G,K)—with a colored e. The graphs (a), (b) show that while gray edges do not affect the classical value,
they can potentially affect the quantumvalue of a game.
Figure 5.The third graph is obtained from theﬁrst by two switches. Thus, they are equivalent.
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Deﬁnition 14. For a given graph ( )=G V E, , ( ∣ )P a x is a consistent box if for all pairs of cliques ¢  ÌV V V, , and
for the set of vertices Ç= ¢ W V V there is { }" Î -w d0 ,..., 1 W
( ∣ )







= ¢ = ¢ ¢





Pr W w U u V









where ⧹¢ = ¢U V W and ⧹ = U V W . In the case of a bipartite graphGwith the bi-partition ofV(G) being the
set of inputs of the two parties, the above consistency condition is nothing but the no-signaling condition given
in equation (1).With super-quantum resources, for any graphG and edge labelingK, one readily gets that
( )w =G K, 1SQ . To see this, consider a behavior ( ∣ )P a b x y, , satisfying





for all edges ( ) ( )= Îe x y E G, i.e. themaximally correlated distribution (according to the permutation pe)
over all outcomes at the edge. Then, by deﬁnition all constraints are satisﬁedwith probability 1, hence
( )w =G K, 1SQ as desired.Moreover, since themarginal distribution at each vertex for the above strategy is
simply given by ( ∣ ) =P a x
d
1 , we have that equation (9) is a well-deﬁned super-quantumbox.
2.4. XOR-d games for partial functions
In this section, we consider the possibility of XOR-d games corresponding to partial functions ( )f x y, , i.e.,
where thewinning constraints are only deﬁned for a subset of input pairs (x, y).We incorporate this in the graph-
theoretic formulation by simply allowing the edge-labeling to leave some edges uncolored.However, since the
measurements corresponding to the two vertices in the uncolored edgemight still be required to commute, we
depict these as gray edges. An important examplewhere such edges naturally arise is the Braunstein–Caves
Chained Bell inequality [51]. This inequality concerns a gamewithN2 inputs which has numbers from the set
{ }¼ -N0, 2, , 2 2 for Alice and from the set { }¼ -N1, 3, , 2 1 for Bob.However, thewinning constraints are
only deﬁned for N2 neighboring pairs {( ) { }}+ Î ¼ -k k k N, 1 mod 2 N : 0, , 2 1 and only these enter the
chained Bell expression. The corresponding graph has N2 edges forming a cycle. But all of Alice’smeasurements
commutewith all of Bob’smeasurements, so that the additional gray edges are added. This distinguishes the
chained Bell inequality in the two-party scenario from the N2 cycle contextuality game [52]which is simply
depicted by the cyclic graphC2N.
In the partial functionXOR-d game,we have a sub-graph ( )¢ = ¢G V E, ofGwith a labeling ¢ ¢K E L: ,d
where ( )¢ ÌE E G . The gray edges ( ) ( )Îx y E G, denote that the observables represented by the vertices x and y




( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( )
( )
åw ¢ ¢ = ¢Î Î ¢G K E V a b x y P a b x y, max
1
, , , , . 10S
P S x y E,
Clearly, in the classical case theminimumnumber of contradictions for a given ( )=G V E, and ¢K E L: d is
equal to ( )b ¢G K,C and thus ( ) ( )w w= ¢G K G K, , .C C This is not necessarily true for the quantum case, since
vertices connected by a gray edge still have to commute. Nevertheless, we have the following straightforward
general dependencies. If K E L: d is any edge-labeling ofG such that ( ) ( )= ¢K e K e for any edge Ï ¢e E , the
following inequalities are true:
( ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ( )
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G K E E G K G K
G K E E G K G K
, , , ,
, , , , 11
C C C
Q Q Q
where gC and gQ denote un-normalized classical and quantumvalues, that is ( )∣ ( )∣w G K E G,S with ( )w G K,S
deﬁned in equation (6), respectively. Since ﬁnding quantumvalue gQ is a hard task, inmost cases we provide
only an upper bound on gQ, denoted as g3 2. This is themaximal value of the given game obtained (numerically)
from a semideﬁnite programming set which approximates the set of quantumboxes. The notation comes from
the fact that g3 2 is obtained by the semideﬁnite programwhich in thewell-knownNPAhierarchy [14] appears
between theﬁrst and the second level of the hierarchy, denoted aswell as +Q AB1 . This level of the hierarchy
corresponds to the set of almost quantum correlations. For an example of a graphwith gray edges, see ﬁgure 4.
3. Equivalent games
In this section, we use the graph-theoretic approach toﬁnd non-equivalent games both in the single- and two-
party scenario. Two games are equivalent when they can be transformed into each other by operations which do
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not change thewinning probability, i.e., ( )w Gc and ( )w Gq are equal for these games. The operation transforms
the edge labeling of one game graph into that of the other.
3.1. Equivalent XORgames using signed graphs
TheXORgame graphs are in fact equivalent to thewell-known class of signed graphs [53], i.e., graphswith
‘positive’ and ‘negative’ edges. Positive edges correspond to edges labeledwith identity (correlations) and
negative to edges labeledwith ( )01 (anti-correlations). Signed graphs aremuch studied in literature due to their
extensive use inmodeling social processes [54] and also because of their interesting connections with classical
mathematical systems. A cycle in a signed graph is said to be balanced if it contains an even number of negative
edges, a signed graph itself is said to be balanced if all of its cycles are balanced.
Amarking of a signed graph is a function ( ) { }m  + -V G: , . Switching ( )G K, with respect to amarking
μ is the operation of changing the sign of every edge label ofG to its opposite whenever its end vertices are of
opposite signs. Formally, we have that equivalent XORgames correspond to switching equivalent signed graphs.
Switching equivalent signed graphs ( )G K,1 1 and ( )G K,2 2 are cycle isomorphic, i.e., there exists an isomorphism
f G G: 1 2 such that the sign of every cycleZ in ( )G K,1 1 equals the sign of ( )f Z in ( )G K,2 2 [55].
3.2. Equivalent XOR-d games: labeled graph equivalence
Wenow generalize the notion of signed graph equivalence from [53] toﬁnd equivalent XOR-d games both in the
single- and two-party scenarios.We consider two labeled graphs ( )G K,1 1 and ( )G K,2 2 to be equivalent if one can
be obtained from the other by isomorphism betweenG1 andG2, replacing a directed edge uv labeledwithπwith
an edge vu labeledwith p-1, and switching operations ( )ss v, whichwe deﬁne below. In terms of games,
switchings correspond to local operations such as relabeling of outputs by the players.
For any graphG and edge-labeling ( ) K E G S: d, let ( )Îv V G be any vertex ofG and letσ be any
permutation of [ ]d . For every edge e incident to vwe change color (i.e. permutation)π of the edge e into sp
whereσ is some permutation, whichwewill specify later. Such a change deﬁnes a new edge-labeling Kˆ as
follows. For anyG andK, let v be any vertex ofG and letσ be any permutation of [d].We deﬁne ( )ss v, as
follows. For every vertex u adjacent to v:
( ) (( )) (( ))
( ) (( )) (( )) ( )
p sp
p ps
Î = ¢ =
Î = ¢ = -
u v E K u v by K u v
v u E K v u by K v u
if , , replace , , ;
if , , replace , , . 121
Note that the above operation applies not only toXOR-d games, but to all unique games. In fact, labeled
graphs representing some nonlinear unique gamesmay be equivalent to someXOR-d games. If wewish to
obtain only XOR-d games equivalent to a givenXOR-d game,we have to limit the permutationsσ used in the
switching operations to the set of such permutations s Î Sd that sp Î Ld for all p Î Ld. Since for every
p p Î L,i j d there exists a permutation { ( ) }s s sÎ ¢ = = +L x i x d: modk d i i such that s p p= ,k i j we can obtain
all XOR-d games equivalent to a givenXOR-d game using only switches with permutations from the set ¢L .d In
fact, since every s Î ¢Li d is equal to s ,i1 where ( )s = +x x 1,1 we only need to consider s1multiple times for the
same vertex. For example in the case of a XOR-d gamewith =d 3, i.e., a graph labeledwith three colors (i.e.
{( ) ( ) ( )}= ÌL S12 , 02 , 013 3) all XOR-3 games equivalent to it can be obtained via ( ( ))s v, 012 applied
(multiple times) for each Îv V , and their automorphic copies (see ﬁgure 5). The above notion can also be
extended to include graphswith uncolored edges. In this case the switching operation ( )ss v, changes the color
( ) p=K e with sp (or ps-1 as for p Î Ld, s Î ¢Ld there is sp ps= -1) for all colored edges incident to v, while
uncolored edges remain unaffected. It is easy to see that the equivalence still preserves all relevant properties of
the game.
4. Classical value
The graph theoretic approach is also useful for studying the classical values of XOR,XOR-d and other unique
games. Aswe have seen, the classical value of anXOR-d game (for both Bell and non-contextuality inequalities)
deﬁned by a graphGwith edge-labelingK obeys
( ) ( )
∣ ( )∣






where bC denotes theminimumnumber of contradictions over all deterministic vertex-assignments. To study
this number wewill use, in particular, a graph constructed from the graphG and edge-coloringKwhichwe
simply callKG.
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4.1. XORgames
Wecan characterize the contradiction number (and hence the classical value) of a general XOR game (with one
or two parties) in a graph-theoreticmanner as follows.
Theorem2. ( )b G K,C is equal to theminimal number of edges which need to be removed fromG so that the resulting
graph does not contain any cycle with an odd number of dashed ( )01 edges.
Expressed in terms of labeled graphs, this states that a graphGwith edge-labeling ( ) K E G S: 2 has a
consistent vertex-assignment if and only if it has no cycles with an odd number of edges labeledwith ( )01 . Thus,
( )b =G K, 0C if and only if there are no such cycles in the graph. The problemof calculating the classical value
of a XOR game, and ( )b G K, ,C is known to beNP-hard [12]. The proof of the statement follows directly from
the fact that every unbalanced cycle leads to a contradiction, and from the following characterization of balanced
signed graphs in [53].
Fact 1 [57] . A signed graph is balanced if and only if its set of vertices can be partitioned into two disjoint subsets
in such away that each positive edge joins two vertices in the same subset while each negative edge joins two
vertices fromdifferent subsets.
4.1.1. Complexity of computing the classical value for single color XOR games
Wenow consider a subclass of XOR games inwhich thewinning constraints only ask for anti-correlations
between the outcomes. This type of game is represented by a graph inwhich all the edges are dashed (i.e. labeled
by the permutation ( )p = 01 ). Clearly, all bipartite graphswith such a labeling are satisﬁable, i.e., the
corresponding Bell inequalities have classical value one. Thus, single color games are trivial in the Bell scenario
and only relevant in a scenario of contextual games. Also, for general graphs if the edges are all solid (labeled by
the identity) then clearly, the game is won by a classical strategy.We now characterize the classical value of
contextuality games corresponding to single ( )01 color non-bipartite graphs, as we shall see computing the
classical value is hard even in this simplest possible scenario.
Observation 1. For a graphGwith dashed edges only, ( )b G K,C equals theminimal number of edges needed to
be removed, so that the resulting graph is bipartite.
Proof.Clearly, a bipartite graphwith only dashed edges is satisﬁable: one can assign value 0 to all vertices in one
partition, and value 1 to the vertices in the other partition. To see the converse, recall that a graph is bipartite if
and only if it does not contain an odd cycle. Now, if a graph ¢G obtained fromG by removal of edges is not
bipartite, itmust contain an odd cycle. An odd cycle of ( )01 edges clearly contains a contradiction for every
vertex assignment. ,
Thus, determining the classical value of a single color contextuality XOR game is equivalent toﬁnding the
edge-bipartization number ( )b c2 of the corresponding graph. This problem is known to beMaxSNP-hard [21]. It
can be approximated to a factor of ( )nO log in polynomial time, where n is the total number of vertices (see
[22]). Also, note that assuming theUniqueGamesConjecture, it is NP-hard to approximate Edge Bipartization
within any constant factor [13].
Note that for the corresponding single color subclass for XOR-d games, the edge-bipartization number only
gives an upper bound on ( )b G K,C (a lower bound on the classical value). Since all cycles of even length in such
graphs have b = 0C , removing all cycles of odd lengthwill result in a graphwithout contradictions. However,
this is not always an optimal solution. For example, consideringC5 (the cycle graph of length 5) labeledwith any
single permutation p Î L3, weﬁnd that ( )b = 1C2 while clearly b = 0C since a vertex assignment satisfying such
awinning constraint can always be found (by assigning the same value to all vertices according toπ).
4.2. XOR-d games
The classical value of the speciﬁcXOR-d game called theCHSH-d game has been studied in [43, 44] using
techniques from algebraic geometry. In this sectionwe study the classical value of generalizedXOR-d games
using graph-theoreticmethods. Clearly, if the game graph is cycle-free (forms a tree), then any set of winning
constraints for this graph can be satisﬁed.Hence itmust be the presence of the cycles, which disallows
satisﬁability. Just like an unbalanced cycle in anXOR game graph leads to a contradiction, there are also ‘bad’
cycles inXOR-d game graphs. These are the cycles for which no consistent vertex-assignment exists that satisﬁes
all thewinning constraints in the cycle. There are ‘good’ cycles in anXOR-d game graph analogous to the
balanced cycles in the binary XOR case, for which any consistent vertex assignment satisfying thewinning
constraint is admissible. However, in the case of XOR-d game graphs, we encounter new ‘ugly’ cycles, for which
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only certain particular vertex assignments satisfy the cycle (seeﬁgure 6). It then becomes a non-trivial question
to study howmany edges one needs to remove in order tomake a graph satisﬁable, as for instance in theﬁgure 7
removing a bridge (a single edge connecting two components) of the graph can lead to a better result than a
brute-force removal of one edge per each ‘ugly’ cycle.
Figure 6. (a)Exemplary good cycles—with all 3 consistent assignments (b) ugly cycles with only 1 consistent assignment and (c) bad
cycles with no consistent assignment.
Figure 7.Removing the blue edgewhich is a bridge and single green edge, leaves two components that are already satisﬁable. It is then
cheaper in terms of edges than removing three edges in away that both the red component and the green one are cycle-less.
Figure 8.A switching operation on (G,K) and the corresponding isomorphismofKG.
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4.2.1. TheGood, bad and the ugly cycles
We say that a cycleC in a graphGwith edge-labeling K E S: d is bad if it has no vertex-assignment that
satisﬁes the constraints and good if it has d such assignments (i.e. the largest possible number), otherwise the
cycle is ugly.We denote by ξwith the corresponding subscript (g, b, u) the number of good, bad and ugly cycles
respectively. Clearly, any bad cycle has to be removed tomake the graph satisﬁable, while also removing all the
ugly cycles necessarily leaves a satisﬁable graph.Now, if there are no ugly cycles ( ( ) )x =G K, 0u , then
( ) ( )b x=G K G K, ,C b if however ( )x >G K, 0u , we can leave at least one ugly cycle. This is because the single
ugly subgraph has an assignment, which determines a consistent assignment for thewhole graph. Therefore, we
have the following observation.
Observation 2. For anyXOR-d game graphGwith edge-labelingK using d colors, if ( )x =G K, 0u then
( ) ( )b x=G K G K, ,C b , and if ( )x >G K, 0u wehave
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) x b x x+ -G K G K G K G K, , , , 1. 14Cb b u
It is clear that a graphwith only one cycle can have atmost one contradiction.Whether or not there is a
contradiction can be determined through the composition of all permutations assigned to the cycle’s edges.We
deﬁne a permutation ( ) ( ) ( )p = K e K e K e... ,C t1 2t where { }Ç =+e e vi i i1 for all i and =v v .t 0
Theorem3.A cycle Ct has a consistent vertex-assignment for a given edge-labeling K if and only if pCt has at least one
ﬁxed point.
Proof. It is easy to see, that for a vertex-assignment ( ) [ ]k V C d: t a contradiction happens inCt iff there
exists ( ) ( ( ))p¹k v k vc0 0 where ( ) ( ) ( )p º - -K e K e K e...c t t1 2 1 with e1 an edge incident with v0, and =v vt 0. This
hawever is equivalent to the fact that ( )k v0 is aﬁxed point of pc. ,
Corollary 1.The number of ﬁxed points of pCt is equal to the number of consistent vertex-assignments of C .t
It follows that the number of contradictions in a given graph is atmost the number of cycles. Itmay,
however, be greater than the number of bad cycles.
4.2.2. The graphKG
To study the number of contradictions and consistent vertex-assignments in a given graphGwith edge-labeling
( ) K E G S: d, we deﬁne the graphKG, described inmore detail in [25]. This graph is constructed as follows.
(1)Replace each vertex ( )Îv V Gi with a disjoint set { } ( )¼ Î-v v V KG, ,i id0 1 of d vertices.
(2)Connect two vertices ( )Îv v V KG,is jt with an edge if and only if the graphG has an edge v vi j and ( )p =s t ,ij
where ( )p = K v v .ij i j
For an example of the graphKG forG being a particular cycle graph andK being a particular set of
permutations, see ﬁgure 8. For a connected graphG the assignment number ( )b¢ G K,C is equal to the number of
connected components ofKG isomorphic toG.Each such component contains exactly one vertex from the set
corresponding to a given vertex. Thus, a consistent vertex-assignment exists if and only if there exists a vertex vi
not connected to any { }Î ¼v v v, , .j d0
Theorem4. [25] For any given ( ) ( ) G G K E G S K E G S, , : , :d d1 2 1 1 2 2 the labeled graphs ( )G K,1 1 and
( )G K,2 2 are equivalent if and only if K G1 1 and K G2 2 are isomorphic.
It follows that the contradiction numbers ( )b G K,C and ( )b ¢ ¢G K,C of two equivalent labeled graphs ¢G G,
are the same. Analogously these graphs have the same ( )b¢ G K,C . This fact holds true even for somenonlinear,
but unique games. IfG is a bipartite graph and K E L: d (i.e., a XOR-d game) every cycle inG has either 0 or d
consistent vertex-assignments. Furthermore, in [25] the following theorem is proved:
Theorem5. [25] For any edge-labeling K E L: d a complete bipartite graph Ks t, (i) has no ugly cycles and (ii) is
bad if and only if it contains a bad cycle of length 4.
Wewill now consider a type of game inwhich each of the two players has d possible answers. This game
corresponds to the complete bipartite graph Ks t, with an edge-labeling K E L: .d Thus, toﬁnd the classical
boundswe search for theminimal set of edges which need to be deleted so that there are nomore induced cycles
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with contradictions. In the case of K3,3 and smaller bipartite graphs, by theorem5 tomake it good, we need only
to delete edges until all remaining cycles of length 4 are good. For all possible edge-labelings of K ,3,3 with three
colors ( ) b bºG K0 , 3C C . For about1.23% of labelingsK, there is b = 0,C in 22.22% of cases b = 1,C
in 74.07% of cases b = 2C and in 2.5% of cases b = 3.C
5.Quantumvalue : Lovász theta as an upper bound for a single-party contextuality game
For two-party XORgames, the theoremof Tsirelson [26] and the subsequent analysis in [20] gives an efﬁcient
semi-deﬁnite programmingmethod to compute the exact quantum value. For general XOR-d games however,
this is no longer the case and the semi-deﬁnite programming hierarchy of [14] has to be applied. It is at present
unknownwhether the quantumvalue of these Bell inequalities can be obtained at some particular level of the
hierarchy. An efﬁciently computable upper bound on the quantumvalue of general XOR-d and other linear
gameBell inequalities was proposed in [46] and subsequently generalized to themulti-party scenario in [47].
For single-party contextuality, in [19], it was shown that the quantum value of any non-contextuality
inequality involving projectors represented in an orthogonality graphΓ is given by the (weighted) Lovász theta
number ( )q Gw of the orthogonality graph. Analogously, the classical value of the inequality is given by the
(weighted) independence number ( )a Gw of the orthogonality graph.While calculating the independence
number of an arbitrary graph is awell-knownNPhard problem, calculating the Lovász theta number can be
achieved bymeans of a semi-deﬁnite program. As such, in the scenario of single-party contextuality as studied in
the traditional ‘Kochen–Specker’ scenario [38] involving yes-no questions represented by projectors in
quantum theory, the quantum valuewas exactly and efﬁciently computable by an SDP. Therefore, for the single-
party XOR games and their generalization toXOR-d studied so far, onemightwonder whether the quantum
value is still efﬁciently computable. The answer to this question turns out to be negative even in the single party
scenario.
Let usﬁrst describe for a given single-party contextuality game represented by a commutation graphG, the
method of constructing the corresponding orthogonality graphΓ, fromwhichwemight hope to calculate the
quantumvalue.
• Firstly, we list all themaximal cliques { ( ) ( )}C G C G,..., m1 of the commutation graphG, where amaximal
clique refers to a complete subgraph that cannot be enlarged. Eachmaximal clique corresponds to a set of d-
outcome observables { ( )}( )A Gi j , i.e., ( ) { ( ) ( )}( ) ( )=C G A G A G,...,i i i k1 where ( ) wk G with ( )w G being the
clique number of the commutation graphG.
• For eachmaximal cliqueCi(G) of size kwe list a set of d
k vertices of a new orthogonality graphΓ. Each of the d k






for { }Îl d1 ,...,j .
• Two vertices inΓ are connected by an edge if the corresponding projectors are locally orthogonal. In other
words, for vertices u and v corresponding to events ( ( ) ( )∣ ( ) ( ))l u l u A u A u,..., ,...,k k1 11 1 and
( ( ) ( )∣ ( ) ( ))l v l v A v A v,..., ,...,k k1 12 2 are connected by an edge ~u v if [ ] [ ]$ Î Îj k j k,1 1 2 2 such that
( ) ( )=A u A vj j1 2 and ( ) ( )¹l u l vj j1 2 .We thus see that eachmaximal cliqueCi(G) of size k of the commutation
graphG corresponds to a d k sizedmaximal clique ˜ ( )GCi of the orthogonality graphΓ.
Each of the probabilities ( ( )∣ )= PP a b a A A, ,x y x y, appearing in the game expression can be expressed (as
marginals) in terms of the probabilities ( ∣ )P l l A A,..., ,...,k k1 1 , so that the game expression can bewritten as a
weighted sumof probabilities of the events appearing in the graphΓ. An orthonormal representation of a
graphΓ is a set of unit vectors ∣ ñuv (with ∣ ñ =u 1v ) such that for ~v v1 2wehave ∣á ñ =u u 0v v1 2 . Theweighted
Lovász theta number of the graphΓwas deﬁned by Lovász as [24]
( ) ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
∣ {∣ } ( )
åq yG = á ñyñ ñ Î G w umax , 15w u v V v v,
2
v
where themaximum is over orthonormal representations {∣ }ñuv ofΓ and an arbitrary normalized unit vector
∣yñ. Here ( )GV denotes the set of vertices of the graph andwv denotes theweight withwhich the probability
( ( ) ( )∣ ( ) ( ))P l v l v A v A v,..., ,...,k k1 11 1 associated to the vertex v enters the game expression. An example of a
commutation graphG and its corresponding orthogonality graphΓ is shown inﬁgure 9.
It is important to note however that for the general non-contextuality game (both in theXOR andXOR-d
scenario) involving observables in a commutation graphG, itmay no longer be the case that the ( )q Gw of the
corresponding orthogonality graph gives the quantumvalue.While a numerical check for some of the
commutation graphs illustrated inﬁgure 11 in section 7 ﬁnds that ( )q Gw is in fact equal to the quantumvalue, it
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may be that in general just as in the case of Bell inequalities, theweighted Lovász theta number only gives an
upper bound to the quantumvalue of general non-contextuality inequalities. This was also noted in [23], that in
general even for non-contextuality inequalities one needs a hierarchy of semi-deﬁnite programs analogous to
thewell-known semi-deﬁnite programming hierarchy [14] for Bell scenarios, an n-partite Bell inequality here
being represented by an n-partite commutation graph. The analysis of contextuality games via the notion of
hyper-graphswith each hyper-edge representing a context was performed in [23]where such an analog of the
NPAhierarchy for contextuality was described.
Figure 9.An example of a single-party XOR scenariowith four observables A A A, ,1 2 3 andA4. The game imposes awinning constraint
ofmutual anti-correlations between the observables A A A, ,1 2 3 and correlations betweenA1 andA4. The game is represented here by
its commutation graphG (on the left) and the corresponding orthogonality graphΓ (on the right)which represents exclusivity
relations among events occurring in the game.
Figure 10.The only non-equivalent single-color graphs with 6 vertices for which the classical value is not equal to g3 2. Note that all
the edges here denote anti-correlations, for simplicity, the dashed edges have been replaced by solid ones.
Figure 11.Colors on these ﬁgures are used only in order to visualize certain subgraphs. Figure (a) (top row) depicts non-equivalent
single color graphs, with very small difference between g3 2 and gC compared to the typical case. All these graphs contain a chordless
cycle of length at least 4,marked in red. Figure (b) (bottom row) depicts all the non-equivalent single-color graphs with 7 vertices for
which g g= + 0.25C3 2 . Note that all these graphs are chordal, and admit a joint probability distribution so that the g g=Q C for
these graphs. They also all containK5 as an induced subgraph,marked in blue.
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6. XOR-d games for device-independent applications: pseudo-telepathy
XOR-d games are a natural class of Bell inequalities to consider for device-independent applications. Indeed, the
class of XOR-d games for binary outcomes (i.e., the XORgames) have been used inmost of the device-
independent protocols constructed so far, (the CHSHBell inequality for quantumkey distribution [41], the
Braunstein–Caves chained Bell inequalities for randomness ampliﬁcation [30] and key distribution against no-
signaling adversaries [28], as well as themulti-party XOR games for randomness expansion [29] as well as
randomness ampliﬁcation [32, 33]). XOR-d games have the important property of being uniform [17], i.e., there
exists an optimal quantum strategy for these gameswhere each party’s local outcomes are uniformly distributed.
This can be seen from the fact that for any quantum strategy for a gamewith d outcomes, Alice and Bob canmake
use of a shared random variable r uniformly distributed over { }-d0 ,..., 1 to obtain a quantum strategywith
locally randomoutcomes that achieves the same success probability for the game. Simply Alice performs
+a r dmod andBob performs -b r dmod preserving the value of +a b dmod while simultaneously
randomizing their outcomes. In certain cases, such as the particular example of theCHSHgamewith ternary
outputs in [34] or the binary XORgames, locally random (and correlated) outcomes appear naturally in the
optimal quantum strategy. As such, it is natural to look for device-independent protocols for randomness or
secure key generation that use these Bell inequalities.
Pseudo-telepathy is an interesting application of quantum correlations to theﬁeld of communication
complexity. Bymeans of quantum correlations, two (ormore) players are able to accomplish a distributed task
with no communication at all, whichwould be impossible using classical strategies alone. Stated in technical
terms, these are gamesGwhich have ( )w =G 1Q but ( )w ¹G 1C . Pseudo-telepathy games have also found use
in certain device-independent protocols [32, 33] for ampliﬁcation of arbitrarily weak sources of randomness. In
this section, we study the possibility of obtaining pseudo-telepathywithin the class of two-party XOR-d games.
The Braunstein–Caves chained Bell inequalities (which correspond toXORgames for partial functions)
have the property that their quantum value approaches 1 as the number of inputs increases and indeed, this
property was very crucial in their use in device-independent applications [28, 30, 31].While onemight
asymptotically approach unity with increasing number ofmeasurement settings, for real experimental
applications, it is extremely important toﬁndBell inequalities withﬁnite number of inputs and outputs from
which randomness or secure key can be extracted. XOR-d games being the paradigmatic example of Bell
inequalities for which optimal quantum strategies involve locally randomoutcomes, a natural question is to ask
whetherﬁnite XOR-d games exist which achieve pseudo-telepathy. Our result states that for both total as well as
partial functions, while onemight asymptotically approach 1, noﬁnite XOR-d gamewith prime dnumber of
outcomes exists for which ( )w =G 1q while at the same time ( )w ¹G 1c . This generalizes the recent result for
total XOR-d functions in [46] and for binary XOR functions in [20].
Theorem6.No ﬁnite two-party XOR-d gameG corresponding to a (partial or total) function ( )f x y, for prime d
number of outputs can be a pseudo-telepathy game, i.e., if ( )w =G 1q , then ( )w =G 1c .
proof. LetG be aﬁnite two-party XOR-d game for prime number of outputs d, corresponding to function
( )f x y, for input pairs (x, y) and let ( )w =G 1q . By sharing a uniformly distributed randomvariable r
(speciﬁcally by local operations +a r dmod and -b r dmod ), the two parties Alice and Bob can obtain an
optimal quantum strategywhich has locally randomoutputs. Let this optimal quantum strategy be given by
∣  yñ Î Än n the shared entangled state and { } { }P P,xa yb the projectors for inputs (x, y) and outputs (a, b).We
have that for this optimal quantum strategy ( ∣ ) ( ∣ )= =P a x P b yq q d
1 for all a x, and b y, . This also implies due to
the fact that the XOR-d game is a unique game, that for every input pair (x, y)which has a positive probability in
the game, i.e., ( )p >x y, 0, we have




⎩P a b x y
a b d f x y
, ,




Now, as in [46]we consider the unitary operators deﬁned as z= å P=- -Axk ad ak xa01 and z= å P=- -Byl bd bl yb01 ,
where ζ is the lth root of unity, so thatwe have
( ( )∣ ) ( )( )åz+ = = á Ä ñ
=
-
P a b d f x y x y
d













Now, since ( )w =G 1q for the game, the above valuemust equal unity. Putting the above facts together, we have
that for every input pair (x, y)with ( )p >x y, 0, there is
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Note that for the input pairs (x, y) that do not appear in the game, there is no restriction on the probabilities in
the optimal quantum strategy apart from the fact that the local probabilities for Alice and Bob are uniform.
Now, following [20]we construct an explicit deterministic (classical) strategy { } -a X d: 0 ,..., 1 and
{ } -b Y d: 0 ,..., 1 for Alice and Bob from the above quantum strategy. First, let usﬁx an orthonormal basis
{∣ ∣ }f fñ ñ,..., n1 2 for  Än nwith ∣ ∣f yñ = ñ1 and the other ∣f ñk chosen to satisfy the orthonormality. Let us
deﬁne
( ) ≔ { { } ∣ ∣ }
( ) ≔ { { } ∣ ∣ } ( )†
y f
y f
Î á Ä ñ ¹
Î á Ä ñ ¹
s x j n A
t y j n B
1
1
min 2 ,..., : 0 ,






)( ) ( ) [ ] ( )( )l = - + Î Îp p-⎡⎣z d m d z m d1 mod if arg , , 18m d md2 1 2
we construct the deterministic strategy following [20] as
( ) ≔ ( ∣ ∣ )







- á Ä ñ
a x A







Toprove that this classical strategy achieves ( )w =G 1c for the game,we have to show that for the quantum
strategy these values of ( ) ( )a x b y, achieve ( ( ) ( )∣ ) =P a x b y x y, ,q d
1 when ( )p >x y, 0 so that we have
( ) ( ) ( )+ =a x b y d f x ymod , . Evaluating this quantity, we obtain
( ( ) ( )∣ ) ( )( ( ) ( ))åz= á Ä ñ
=
-















Clearly, if ( ( ) ( ))z á Ä ñ =+ A B 1k a x b y xk yk for all kwe achieve ( )w =G 1c . Suppose by contradiction that
( ( ) ( )∣ ) =P a x b y x y, , 0q so that ( ( ) ( ))z zá Ä ñ =+ A Ba x b y x y t for some ¹t 0. Now, rewriting this by introducing
the identity ∣ ∣f f= å ñá1 j j j we have that
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
( ( ) ( ))
( ( ) ( ))å
z
z y f f y
á Ä ñ





A B1 1 . 21




a x b y
x j j y
1
2
Consider the above expression as an inner product of two unit vectors with entries ∣ ∣( ) †z f yá Ä ñ- A 1a x j x and
∣ ∣( )z f yá Ä ñB1b y j y . The fact that these are unit vectors follows from A B,x y being unitary operators and
∣ ∣f få ñá = 1j j j .We obtain that in order to have ( ( ) ( ))z zá Ä ñ =+ A Ba x b y x y t , wemust have for all j
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )( ) ( ) †z y f z y fá Ä ñ = á Ä ñ-A B1 1 . 22a x x j t b y y j
Nowclearly we have ( ) ( )=s x t y since if ( ) ( )¹s x t y thenwhen j equals theminimumof these two quantities,
one side of the above equation is set to zerowhile the other is non-zero. But nowwe observe that for
( ) ( )= =j s x t y and ( ∣ ∣ ) [ )( )y fá Ä ñ Î p p-A 1arg ,x j m d
m
d
2 1 2 for some [ ]Îm d there is
( ∣ ∣ )
( ) ( ∣ ∣ ) [ ) ( )
( )z y f
p y f p
á Ä ñ













Similarly, for ( ∣ ∣ ) [ )† ( )y fá Ä ñ Î p p-B1arg ,y j n d
n
d
2 1 2 for some [ ]În d there is
( ∣ ∣ ) [ )( ) †z y f pá Ä ñ Î- B d1arg 0, 2b y y j so that equation (22) cannot hold andwe have obtained a contradiction.
Therefore, we have that ( ( ) ( )∣ ) =P a x b y x y, ,q d
1 for ( )p >x y, 0 so that the classical strategy given in
equation (19) achieves ( )w =G 1c . ,
6.1.Multi-party pseudo-telepathy
Formore than two party non-locality scenarios, thewell-knownGHZparadoxes [36] show that it is possible to
haveXOR games corresponding to partial functions forwhich ( )w =G 1q while ( )w <G 1c . Indeed, theGHZ
paradoxes such as theMermin inequality have been used in device-independent protocols for randomness
ampliﬁcation [32, 33] and randomness expansion [29].While these involvem-party correlation functions,
recently it has been of interest to consider Bell inequalities involving two-party correlation functions [35] that
aremuch easier tomeasure experimentally.
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As such, we extend the considerations of the previous subsection to the scenario of ‘partial’XORgames that
involve two-party correlation functions alone and investigate whether pseudo-telepathy is possible in this
scenario. These are games form parties with inputs ( )x x,..., m1 and outputs ( )a a,..., m1 . For each input
combinationwith ( )p >x x,..., 0m1 , there exists a set of pairs ( )k l, of parties denoted ( )S x x,..., m1 on theXORof
whose outputs thewinning constraint depends, i.e., we have that ( ∣ ) =V a a x x,..., ,..., 1m m1 1 if and only if
( )Å =a a f x x,k l k l for all pairs ( ) ( )Îk l S, x x,..., m1 . The Bell inequality thus involves only two-party correlation
functions of the type ( ) ( )á Ä ñA Axk xlk l where ( )Axii are observables for party i and input xiwith eigenvalues±1.Note
that this generalization tomany parties is not strictly a unique game since some of parties are not required to
output unique outcomes.
Theorem7.Nom-party XOR gameG involving two-body correlators can be a pseudo-telepathy game, i.e., if
( )w =G 1q , then ( )w =G 1c .
Proof.The proof follows similarly to that of the previous theorem. LetG be anm-party binary outcomeXOR
game involving two-body correlation functions and having ( )w =G 1q . As in the previous theorem, the optimal
quantum strategy given by the shared entangled state ∣ yñ Î Ä =im n1 and projectors { }Pxaii gives uniform
outcomes for each input and each party (obtained for example by each party adding a uniformly distributed r to
their outcome), i.e., ( ∣ ) =P a xq i i 12 for all a x,i i.While this generalization tomany parties is not strictly a unique
game so that we cannot precisely identify the non-zero probabilities, we still have for each set of inputs
( )x x,..., m1 with ( )p >x x,..., 0m1 that ( )( ) ( ) ( )á Ä ñ = -A A 1xk xl f x x,k l k l for all pairs of inputs ( ) ( )Îk l S, x x,..., m1 . Here,
note that ( )Ax
j
j
areHermitian operators given by ( )( ) = å - P=A 1x j a a xa0,1j j j jj . This gives that ( ∣ ) =P a a x x, ,q k l k l 12
when ( )Å =a a f x x,k l k l and is 0 otherwise.
Now, as before following [20]we construct an explicit deterministic (classical) strategy { }( ) a X: 0, 1i i
from the above quantum strategy.Weﬁx an orthonormal basis {∣ ∣ }f fñ ñ,..., n1 m for Ä =im n1 with ∣ ∣f yñ = ñ1 and
the other ∣f ñk chosen to satisfy the orthonormality.We have
( ) ≔ { { } ∣ ∣ } ( )( ) ( )y fÎ á Ä Ä ñ ¹Ä - Ä -s x j n A1 1min 2 ,..., : 0 . 24i i m i xi m i j1 i
λ is nowdeﬁned as ( ) ( )l = -z 1 k if ( ) [ ( ) )p pÎ +z k karg , 1 for =k 0, 1and the deterministic strategy is
given for each party [ ]Îi m by ( ) ≔ ( ∣ ∣ )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )l y f- á Ä Ä ñÄ - Ä -A1 11 a x i xi m i s x1i i i i i . To prove that this classical
strategy achieves ( )w =G 1c , we check that for the quantum strategy these values of ( )( )a xi i achieve
( ( ) ( )∣ )( ) ( ) =P a x a x x x, ,q k k l l k l 12 for the ( ) ( )Îk l S, x x,..., m1 when ( )p >x x,..., 0m1 . Evaluating this quantity, we get
( ( ) ( )∣ )
( ( ) ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )( ) ( )= + - á Ä ñÅ





1 1 . 25
q k k l l k l




lk k l l
k l
Suppose by contradiction that ( )( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )( ) ( )- á Ä ñ = -Å A A1 1a x a x xk xlk k l l k l . Now, rewriting this by introducing the
identity ∣ ∣f f= å ñá1 j j j wehave that
( )
( ) ∣ ∣
∣ ∣ ( )
( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )
( ( ) ( )) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )å y f
f y
- á Ä ñ
= - á Ä Ä ñ
á Ä Ä ñ
Å
=
Å Ä - -



























k k l l
k l
m
k k l l
k
l
Consider the above expression as an inner product of two unit vectors with entries
( ) ∣ ∣( ) ( )( ) f y- á Ä Ä ñÄ - Ä -A1 11 a x j k xk m k1k k k and ( ) ∣ ∣( ) ( )( ) f y- á Ä Ä ñÄ - Ä -A1 11 a x j l xl m l1l l l , wemust have for all j
( ) ∣ ∣
( ) ∣ ∣ ( )
( ) ( )





- á Ä Ä ñ
= - á Ä Ä ñ
Ä - Ä -





















Nowclearly we have ( ) ( )( ) ( )=s x s xk k l l since if ( ) ( )( ) ( )¹s x s xk k l l thenwhen j equals theminimumof these two
quantities, one side of the above equation is set to zerowhile the other is non-zero. But nowwe observe that for
( ) ( )( ) ( )= =j s x s xk k l l , we have (( ) ∣ ∣ ) [ )( ) ( )( ) y f p- á Ä Ä ñ ÎÄ - Ä -A1 1arg 1 0,a x k xk m k j1k k k aswell as
(( ) ∣ ∣ ) [ )( ) ( )( ) y f p- á Ä Ä ñ ÎÄ - Ä -A1 1arg 1 0,a x l xl m l j1l l l so that equation (27) cannot hold andwe have obtained a
contradiction. ,
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7. Explicit examples andnumerical results
In this sectionwe provide classical, the almost quantumvalue (denoted by g3 2) [14] and the quantumvalues for
small XOR-d games in both the single-party contextuality and two-party Bell scenario.We choose one
graph from each equivalence class, since the equivalence relation preserves the classical, quantum and super-
quantumvalues of the game.
One interesting sub-class of games is those that have no quantumadvantage. Since
( ) ( ) ( ) g g gG G GC Q 3 2 , it follows that any gameGwith ( ) ( )g g=G GC 3 2 has ( ) ( )g g=G GQ C .
Interestingly, weﬁnd explicit examples of gameswhere it happens that ( ) ( )g g=G GQ C even though
( ) ( )g g>G GC3 2 . Thismakes use of a construction of a joint probability distribution from [15]where it was
shown that all chordal graphs, i.e., graphs containing no chordless cycles of length 4 ormore, have
( ) ( )g g=G GQ C . Finally, as we have seen in section 5 the Lovász θ function of the orthogonality
graph representing the game also gives an upper bound on the quantumvalue that is in general worse than
( )g G3 2 . Clearly, if ( ( )) ( )q gG =G G ,C then ( ) ( )g g=G G .Q C
7.1. Single-party contextuality XORgames
7.1.1. Single color XOR games
First, we present the results for the single color XORgames from section 4.1.1.We only consider games on
connected graphs inwhich all vertices have degree at least 2, since for any graph ( )=G V E, containing a vertex
v of degree 1 both classical and quantumvalues are equal to the value for the graph ( ⧹{ } ⧹{ })¢ =G V v E e, plus 1
where e is the only edge incident with v inG. Since all such graphswith four vertices are classical, we beginwith
graphswhich haveﬁve vertices.
(a) Single color XOR games with 5 vertices. The only ﬁve vertex graphs for which g g¹ C3 2 are the cycle C5
(g g= »4, 4.472C 3 2 ) and the complete graphK5 (g g= »6, 6.25C 3 2 ). It is straightforward to see that
the classical and quantumvalues of any complete graphmust be equal: for a complete graph, the quantum
probabilities [ ∣ ∣]y yñáATr a x are obtained from a set ofmutually commuting observables Aa x, since all
vertices are adjacent with each other in the clique. This implies that any such quantumbox can be described
by a single joint probability distribution for all observables simultaneously. Hence, any quantumbox can
equivalently be described by this classical distribution, so that the quantumvalue of the game is equal to the
classical one. It is also known, that forC5 the quantumand classical values are different [52]. These facts
imply ﬁnally, thatC5 is the only 5-vertex graph for a single color XORgame inwhich g g¹ .Q C
(b) Single color XOR games with 6 vertices. Out of the 61 non-isomorphic graphs with six vertices, four have
g g> C3 2 , seeﬁgure 10.
(c) Single color XOR games with 7 vertices. Out of 507 analyzed graphs, 54 have g g> C3 2 . For four out of these
g g= + 0.25.C3 2 All edges in those graphs lie in cliques of size 3 ormore, andwe construct an explicit
joint probability distribution following [15]which implies that g g=Q C. It is important to note, that in
ﬁgure 11 belowwe use colors for different purpose than in otherﬁgures, that is not to depict one of the 3
kinds of permutations as inﬁgure 3, but to visualize certain subgraphs of a given graph.
Figure 12.All non-equivalent graphs on 5 or less vertices with no vertices of degree 1 inwhich g g¹3 2 Cl. Bipartite graphs (the ﬁrst
three) represent Bell’s inequalities, others correspond to contextual games.
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7.1.2. Two and three color XOR-3 games
Wehave calculated the classical and almost quantum values for all equivalence classes of 3 color (XOR-3) games
deﬁned by small connected graphswithout vertices of degree 1. Adding such a vertex to any graphG simply
increases both classical and quantumvalues by 1, since the additional constraint is always satisﬁable. Every XOR-
3 game graphwithﬁve or less vertices for which the values are different is equivalent to one of the graphs in
ﬁgure 12.
7.2. Two-party XOR-3Bell inequalities
7.2.1. Total function ternary input XOR-3 games
Every bipartite 3 color (XOR-3) game on six vertices for which the g3 2 value is higher than classical is equivalent
to one of the graphs inﬁgure 13. In this case, we have also calculated the quantumvalue by optimizing over two-
qutrit states ∣aå ñ= i j,i j i j, 02 , and observables. In each case of ternary input–output Bell inequalities, except the
CHSH-3 scenario considered in [34, 43]weﬁnd that the quantumvalue calculated for qutritsmatches (up to
numerical precision) the almost quantum value of the SDPhierarchy [14].
Figure 13.All non-equivalent bipartite graphswith 6 vertices (and no vertices of degree 1)with g g¹ C3 2 . In each of these cases, an
optimization over two-qutrit states and observables shows a) K4,2 Bellʼs inequalities b) K3,3 Bellʼs inequalities. Note that the third
graph from left falls into theCHSH-d class of Bell inequalities considered in [34, 43]. (c)Other graphs. In each of the games in (b), (c)
except the CHSH-3 game, an optimization over two-qutrit states and observables shows that the quantum value is in fact equal to the g3 2
value up to numerical precision.
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7.2.2. Partial function ternary input XOR-3 games
Wehave also calculated classical and g3 2 values for some small (5 vertices and bipartite with 6 vertices)XOR-3
game graphs with uncolored edges, i.e., those corresponding to partial functions.We conjecture that these are
the only 3-colored graphswith uncolored edges for which classical and quantum valuesmay be different.
Figure 14 depicts all possibly non-classical classes of 3-colored graphswith 5 vertices, and bipartite graphswith 6
vertices, in which every vertex is incident to at least two colored edges.
Note that the set only includes one chain (i.e. the graph K3,3 inwhich only a 6-cycle is colored). All labelings
ofC6 with three colors are equivalent to either ( ) ( )=K e 01 for all Îe E (good) or ( ) ( )=K e 121 and
( ) ( )=K e 01 for { }Î -e E e .1 Interestingly, this is not necessarily the case for 4 andmore colors. Thus, all
labelings of the same graphwith 2 or three colors inwhich only a 6-cycle is coloredmust also form exactly two
equivalence classes. As explained in the beginning of this section, vertices of degree 1 do notmatter in graphs for
total function games.However, even thoughwe do not count uncolored edges as constraints, vertices incident to
one ormore uncolored edge and only one colored edge do need to be considered. If ( )Îv V G is incident to only
one colored edge, the classical value of the game is equal to ( { } )g - +G v K, 1C The quantumvalue, however,
may differ from ( { })g - +G v 1.Q Apossible examplewhere the g3 2 value differs is presented in ﬁgure 4.
Figure 14.Three-coloredXOR-d graphs with uncolored edges such that g g¹ C3 2 . Note, like in the two-colored case, that the set
includes only one chain (markedwith ‘*’).
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8. Conclusions
Wehave studied the generalization of XOR games to arbitrary number of outcomes known as XOR-d games
which belongs to thewell-known class of unique games called linear games.Weﬁrst abstracted two
paradigmatic properties of the XORgames and showed that for odd values of d, the unique class of games that
obey these two properties were the earlier studied class of linear games. In both the contextuality and non-
locality scenarios, we introduced a graph-theoretical description of these games in terms of edge labelings with
colors representing different permutations. There followed a natural relation between equivalent classes of
games and the graph-theoretic notion of switching equivalence and signed graphs.We also studied the classical
value of these games in terms of graph-theoretic parameters. In particular, computing the classical value of
single-party anti-correlationXORgameswas related toﬁnding the edge bipartization number of a graph, which
is known to beMaxSNPhard. Computing the classical value ofmore general XOR-d gameswas related to the
identiﬁcation of speciﬁc bad and ugly cycles in the graph. Studying classical value can be done inmanyways, in
particular herewe have studied it via three types of cycles in a graph—the so called good cycles which satisfy all
vertex assignments, the bad cycles for which no assignment leads to satisﬁability, and interestingly the ugly ones,
whichmakes the problemof satisfaction difﬁcult, as they satisfy some but not all vertex assignments. Another
graph theoretical tool is the graphKG—a permutation graph of the game graphG. This tool will be heavily used
in [25], here we showed that it allows for testingwhether a given graph corresponds to a game that can bewon
with probability 1 using classical resources.
We also studied the quantumvalue of these games using the Lovász theta number of the corresponding
orthogonality graph.We showhow the constraint graph representing the game can be used to construct the
orthogonality graph and ﬁnd that its Lovász theta number still gives only an upper bound on the quantumvalue
even for single-party contextuality XOR-d games. An important property of the XOR-d gameBell inequalities is
that for these, an optimal quantum strategy can be found forwhich the outcomes of each party are uniformly
distributed and correlated. Thismakes these games ideal candidates for device-independent applications.
IndeedXOR games, in particular the Braunstein–Caves chained Bell inequalities have foundwidespread use in
such tasks.We showed that for both partial and total functions, noﬁnite XOR-d game (for prime number of
outcomes) exhibits the property of pseudo-telepathy, i.e.,maximumalgebraic violation of such Bell inequalities
cannot be obtained in quantum theory.We also extended the result tomulti-party ‘partial’XORgameswhich
involve only two-body correlation functions, showing that such Bell inequalities cannot achieve algebraic
violation.
An interesting question is to develop this framework to getmore analytical bounds such as in [43]. It would
also be important to studymore general unique games using a similar approach. Given thatﬁnite XOR-d games
do not exhibit pseudo-telepathy, an important open question is whether the chained Bell inequalities and their
generalization tomany outcomes are the class of XOR-d games that exhibit the best asymptotic rate of
convergence of the quantum value to unity. Numerical studies for small size games indicates that apart from the
CHSH-d games considered earlier, the quantum value for ternary output games is achieved at the level + AB1
of the SDPhierarchy from [14]. It would be interesting to investigate whether a sub-class of the XOR-d games
can be proved to achieve optimality at particular intermediate levels of the hierarchy.
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